
LIONS POP-UP
SAFE SPACE

A mobile, safe space that supports the mental
health of the community, one haircut at a time.  



After the death of his friend Alex, in 2015 Torquay-based barber Tom Chapman founded the charity ‘The Lions Barber Collective’. 

Our mission is to create non-clinical, non-judgemental safe spaces where people feel comfortable to talk about their mental health 

and to signpost them to support and information.

Recognising that barbers and hair professionals are often a trusted confidant and friendly ear to those in their chair, from all walks of life, Tom

collaborated with experts to develop the clinically backed, BarberTalk and Hair&BeautyTalk training programme for hair and beauty professionals

to support their clients and communities. 

Raise awareness of mens’ mental health
Equip barbers and hair professionals with the skills snd tools to support the mental health of their clients 
Provide non-judgemental, safe spaces for men to share and open up 

The training model created by Tom Chapman has been CPD endorsed and is currently being developed with an awarding body to become a

regulated qualification in a non industryspecific format. Tom will also have his 4th book How To Listen So Men Will Talk published by Welbeck in

2022, the purpose of this book is to apply this training throughout our communities and society and save lives in our workplaces, homes and social

groups to look after one another..  

Through our network of ambassadors and prospects, the Lions reaches out to communities globally through a series of initiatives designed to:  

The training series aims to arm barbers and hair professionals with the skills to RECOGNISE signs of
poor mental health in their clients, ASK direct questions to facilitate conversation, LISTEN with

empathy and no judgement, and HELP to signpost their clients to the support they need. 

The Lions Barber Collective 



LIONS POP-UP
BARBERSHOPS
Lions Pop-Up barbershops* 
are the perfect way to provide a
mobile, non-judgemental, non-
clinical, safe space for those in
your workplace.
This can be on site at a project or
in an office environment, even held
in a lobby/entrance to raise
awareness and create a fun
interactive way to start the
conversation about mental
wellbeing across consult,
construct and operate.
 
We provide all equipment needed
to set up a mobile barbershop,
including fully trained Lions Barber
Collective Ambassadors to cut
hair, make people look and feel
amazing and most importantly
listen with empathy and without
judgement to those in the chair.



Benefits of holding a Lions Pop-Up

MULTIPLE LOCATION OPTIONS*  
On site at various projects locations for those working

in construction as well as office locations for those
who work in consultancty and operations. All that is

requires is space and power. 

OUR PREVIOUS PARTNERSHIPS 

We've created Pop-Ups for the Samaritans, Network Rail,
Bristol University, Harper Adams University, Public Health
Wales, Public Health England, London Pride, GWR, NHS,

Health Education England.

UNIQUE AND ENGAGING FORMAT
A Lions Pop-Up is a very original way of engaging with
people, providing a safe space, starting conversations
of wellbeing and raising awareness, signposting and
connecting to existing resources or support within

Mace Dragados 

VALUE FOR MONEY*
There are 3 tiers of the pop up experience starting with the
basic 2 chair safe space experience, going all the way up to
a 6 chair experience. A personalised version of the pop up

experience can be created to fit your needs. Please contact
us directly for more information and costing. 

*Pop Ups are available at any size or location/country by quotation. We can cater for larger events, private events 
or trade shows with ease and have managed teams of up to 12 barbers working together at one pop-up location.



Saving
lives,
one
haircut
at a
time.  

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CONTACT:

tom@lionsbarbercollective.com

+44 7856 754508

TOGETHER WE
ARE STRONGER


